Connecting the Dots:

Tennessee’s Disaster Preparedness and the Role of Information Services
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In 2007 a Disaster Planning Assessment
of all Tennessee Libraries listed in Docline as
NNLM members was completed.
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Only ONE library responded that they had a full
Emergency Preparedness Plan.
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In general Tennessee libraries were not prepared.
What could we do to better prepare libraries
to survive and support their institutions
in times of disaster?

Results and Conclusions
Our Methods
THeSLA (Tennessee Health Sciences Libraries
Association) answered the call by:
Applying for and securing funding from NN/LM SE/A to move
libraries forward in preparing for their role in providing services
during times of disaster.

Developing a workshop to partner nationally known emergency
preparedness experts with librarians to develop disaster plans,
demonstrate care and handling of damaged materials, and encourage
the establishment of mutual assistance agreements with libraries
outside the region.
Establishing a wiki to use as a reference point for
all things “disaster planning” related.
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Sharing our gained knowledge with a panel presentation
at the Tennessee Library Association
Annual Meeting Spring 2008.

Sixty percent of THeSLA libraries now have disaster plans in
place. Those who don’t have library specific plans feed off
their institution’s plan.

Experiences

The establishment of the wiki gives THeSLA members easy access
for information relating to disasters as well as a safe and
secure place to store their information.
Formal MOA’s are difficult to establish. Most institutions do not want
to get involved in fully executed MOA’s that may be
considered legally binding documents.
Disaster Planning is an ongoing process.
Libraries need to review their plans annually
and make changes as applicable.

